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Abstract 

Nowadays, with the rapid development of computer network technology, ship target 
detection and recognition have become an important aspect of intelligent transportation 
system research. In the field of maritime traffic, in order to quickly and accurately 
determine the location of the target in front of the ship and determine the type of the 
target. A series of algorithms based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) have 
appeared one after another, which have the characteristics of high recognition accuracy 
and real-time. First, the paper introduces the development process of water target 
detection, and then introduces target detection methods: traditional methods combining 
image processing with machine learning and target detection methods based on 
convolutional neural networks. Next, explain the development of YOLO series models in 
the field of ship identification. Finally, compare the detection speed and accuracy of 
these methods. These algorithms provide help for the vision system of smart ships, the 
collision avoidance decision-making system of unmanned ships, unmanned water 
surface monitoring and patrol, and water traffic control and management. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the great nautical era, Europe has taken the lead in launching ocean-going activities, which 

greatly promoted communications between all continents on the earth and formed many new trade 

routes. It followed by the crazy plunder and partition of land resources in the colonial era. As the 

development of terrestrial resources becomed increasingly saturated, countries have turned to 

competition for marine resources. However, at the present stage, when maritime police and fishery 

administration ships implemented cruise surveillance. It is a difficult problem for maritime 

monitoring departments to improve the technical level of maritime rights protection and law 

enforcement for illegal ACTS infringing on maritime rights and interests in China, such as rapid 

discovery, timely collection of evidence and real-time warning [1]. 

Target detection is a new research direction in the field of computer vision. With the high-speed 

development of technologies such as the Internet, intelligent manufacturing, human-computer 

interaction, and artificial intelligence, its applications in life and production continue to expand. 

Common areas include target positioning, security monitoring, instance segmentation, maritime 

rights protection, satellite image analysis and so on. And its applications in the future human fields 

such as autonomous driving and UAV navigation are developing rapidly. Therefore, it is imperative 

to use artificial intelligence methods to improve the level of visual monitoring of ships and the ability 

to judge illegally invading ship targets. However, the prerequisite for achieving efficient early 
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warning is to accurately locate and quickly check each suspected target in the sea area, and to perform 

subsequent prioritization and scientific early warning [2]. In addition, the current detection 

technology for water surface target recognition in the field of visual inspection has not been widely 

used. The accuracy of detection and the real-time detection are also extremely important 

considerations. It is urgent to develop an effective detection system for ships on the sea surface [3]. 

2. The development process of surface vessel inspection  

The environment perception technology of unmanned ships mainly includes four aspects: underwater 

acoustic perception technology, radar perception technology, infrared perception technology and 

visual perception technology [4]. Among them, visual perception technology is different from other 

perception technologies. Since the collected images contain rich environmental detail information, 

more water surface target features and situational awareness information can be extracted by applying 

appropriate algorithms. At present, the application of ship detection methods based on visible light 

has appeared in the field of ship navigation. At the 2003 International Maritime Conference of Tokyo 

Business School in Japan, a computer vision-based water sports vessel detection method was 

proposed, using the cooperation of the radar-based visual perception system (ARPA) and the 

automatic ship identification system (AIS) to realize the autonomous obstacle avoidance of the ship 

[5]; STRICKLAND et al. [6] used the biorthogonal spline wavelet method for ship target detection 

under the background of water and sky; CHI et al. [7] proposed a target detection method based on 

information entropy theory and image morphology to achieve small-sized ships Target detection 

under simple sea and sky background; ZHOU et al. [8] combined image morphology model with 

wavelet transform to propose a sequence image fusion method which realized the detection of surface 

ships. According to current related researches, the detection methods of surface ships are still at the 

simple feature extraction stage, so the adapted scene is relatively single. There has not yet been a 

good detection method which is suitable for both near and small targets.  

With the rapid development of Internet technology, deep learning has become a research hotspot in 

the field of machine learning with its strong self-learning ability. As a kind of deep neural network, 

convolutional neural network shows strong learning ability in target detection and classification tasks. 

Starting from target classification, excellent classification model frameworks such as AlexNet, 

VggNet, and GoogleNet have emerged [9]. After that, these excellent basic models were applied to 

the basic network of target detection. The original R-CNN selected possible regions based on the 

region proposal and sent them to the CNN network for feature extraction. And multiple SVM 

classifiers were used to classify the extracted features. However, this method is cumbersome and 

time-consuming. It also takes up a lot of storage space. In response to the shortcomings of R-CNN, 

algorithms such as SPP-NET and Faste R-CNN have appeared successively [10]. It should be noted 

that people did not see the hope of using deep neural networks for real-time detection until the 

emergence of Faster R-CNN. Subsequently, YOLO used regression algorithm to make real-time 

target detection to be a reality, but as shown in Table 1, its accuracy (mAP 63.4%) is slightly lower 

than Fastet R-CNN (mAP 73.2%). SSD (Single Shot Multibox Detector) borrows the anchors ideas 

of Fastet R-CNN and the regression ideas of YOLO. It not only achieves quasi-real-time detection in 

time but also has the same accuracy as Faster R-CNN[11]. 

 

Table 1 Real-time detection and recognition system comparison 

Real-Time Detectors Train mAP FPS 

Fast R-CNN 2007+2012 70.0 0.5 

Faster R-CNN ZF 2007+2012 62.1 18 

Faster R-CNN VGG-16 2007+2012 73.2 7 

YOLO 2007+2012 63.4 45 

Fast YOLO 2007+2012 52.7 155 
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In view of the problem of ship target detection in the ocean background, many scholars at home and 

abroad have conducted in-depth research and have proposed a variety of detection methods. The 

detection image carrier mainly includes four types: satellite remote sensing image, aperture synthetic 

radar image, infrared imaging, and visible light image [12]. The satellite remote sensing image has a 

large area and strong macroscopicity, but the image acquisition and update cycle is long. Real-time 

monitoring cannot be realized and the resolution is low. The stereoscopic observation effect is not 

good, so it is impossible to correctly judge the illegal facts. The detection method based on aperture 

synthetic radar is relatively mature. As an active microwave sensor, it has strong penetrating ability 

for different weather conditions such as clouds, smoke, and water vapor. It has strong spatial 

resolution and short observation period. Therefore, it has the unique advantages of all-weather and 

all-day detection. But its imaging fails to contain the rich spectral information of the target and 

deviates from human visual habits. It is not convenient for subsequent target segmentation or tracking. 

The infrared image ship detection penetration which can work 24 hours a day is not affected by the 

environmental brightness. However, the resolution of infrared images is generally not high, and the 

target imaging does not have rich color and texture information. When the object to be detected is far 

away, it is vulnerable to the influence of the heterogeneous air flow temperature on the ocean surface, 

resulting in low signal to noise ratio of the image, and contribute to a low signal-to-noise ratio of the 

image. The target is susceptible to uneven noise interference,so it ultimately affects detection 

efficiency. The target detection based on machine learning is suitable for the real-time detection of 

close-range objects in a timely and rapid manner. It is the best way to detect the target of large-scale 

ships in small water area and obtain evidence of maritime violation[13]. 

3. The methods of Target detection  

3.1 Recognition method combining raditional image recognition and machine learning 

Since the 21st century, European and American scholars have generally divided the traditional target 

detection method into three steps: firstly, input the image and generate candidate regions on the image. 

Secondly, extract artificial features from the candidate region. Finally, the training classifier is used 

for image classification[14]. The detailed steps are as follows. 

Step 1: Candidate region selection: since the position and size of the target to be detected are uncertain 

in the image, the sliding window(Sliding Windows) strategy of exhaustive thinking became popular 

when the candidate region extraction method was originally designed. And all pixels of the whole 

image are traversed by the sliding window, and all possible blocks are listed by setting different 

window scales and aspect ratios. The advantage of the exhaustive strategy is to cover all possible 

scales and positions of the target to be inspected in the image, but the disadvantages are obvious and 

the cost is staggering. Due to the sliding window of any different scale will cause the time and space 

complexity to be too high, and produce too many invalid redundant candidate regions [15]. In addition, 

when solving the actual target detection problem, in order to avoid the huge computing resource 

consumption problem caused by time complexity and reduce the amount of computing, the researcher 

will fix the aspect ratio of some sliding windows and multi-category targets with unstable aspect ratio. 

Even if a sliding window is used to traverse all pixels, an ideal candidate area cannot be obtained, 

which will also affect the accuracy and speed of subsequent feature extraction. 

Step 2: Artificial feature extraction: the meaning of designing artificial features is to reconstruct and 

express the original image through the artificially designed space, and map the pixel feature 

information contained in the original image to the space, which is more convenient for expression 

and utilization. However, due to the uncertain types of the objects to be inspected in the image, the 

unstable environmental illumination and the background interference factors increase the difficulty 

of designing universal and robust features. And the pros and cons of the extracted features directly 

affect the accuracy of the detection results.The more classic features include Haar features, LBP 

(Local Binary Pattern) features, HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) features, etc.[16]. The target 
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to be detected is identified by these artificial features, and then the target is located in the original 

image by combining with the corresponding algorithm. 

Step 3: Classifier classification: Common machine learning classifiers mainly include Adaboost, 

SVM and so on. The Adaboost algorithm is a commonly used meta-algorithm classifier in the field 

of machine learning. Its basic principle is to cascade and weight multiple weak classifiers to achieve 

the purpose of improving classification capabilities. The SVM algorithm is a learning method based 

on the structural risk minimization criteria and the VC dimension theory in statistics. SVM is a linear 

classifier, finding an ideal line or hyperplane to separate the input data as much as possible. A large 

number of theoretical demonstrations and practice have proved that the "Haar feature + Adaboost 

algorithm" is used for face detection [17].Beside, the combination of "Hog feature + SVM algorithm" 

is used for vehicle and pedestrian detection to achieve better detection results. However, the problems 

of traditional target detection combined with machine learning algorithms have not been 

fundamentally solved: the one is the pixel traversal of sliding windows, which has no specificity for 

region selection, resulting in window redundancy and high time complexity; The other is that the 

features of artificial design are not universal and robust in the face of diverse target forms and 

changeable environmental background [18]. Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of SVM algorithm methods 

for detecting ships. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Traditional method (SVM) for ship detection 

 

3.2 Target detection method based on convolutional neural network 

In 1958, computational scientist Rosenblatt proposed the first artificial neural network with learning 

ability and named it Perceptron [19]. It was the first time that the MP model is applied to the linear 

classification task, which can perform simple two-class classification on the input high-dimensional 

data. Its biggest highlight is that it can use the gradient descent method to automatically learn from 

the sample, and then update the weights [20]. But in 1969, the American artificial intelligence 

pioneer ,Marvin Minsky, pointed out that the perceptron was essentially a linear model, and it 

couldn’t do anything about nonlinear problems, such as XOR problems.He pointed out that if the 

calculation layer was increased to two layers, it could solve the nonlinear problem theoretically. But 
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it will bring a huge amount of calculation. Researches about artificial neural network have also fallen 

into a stagnation for nearly 20 years, this period was also called "AI winter"[21]. 

Geoffrey Hinton and David Rumelhart pioneered the Back Propagation (BP) theory, and proposed 

the BP neural network until 1986. The neural network is combined with the BP theory, which uses 

the Sigmoid function for nonlinear mapping. It effectively solves the problem of complex calculations 

brought by nonlinear classification and learning, thus driving the upsurge of using multi-layer neural 

networks to solve complex nonlinear problems in academia[22]. However, there are still some 

unsolvable problems in the BP neural network. For example, a complete neural network training still 

requires a lot of time, and when adjusting the optimized weights, the gradient diffusion (Gradient 

Diffusion) phenomenon may occur when the local gradient descent method is used. This is because 

the non-convex loss function (Loss Function) makes it impossible to find the global optimal solution, 

which makes the optimization of artificial neural networks unruly. And if the number of neural 

network layers increases, the problem will become more serious. The problems with BP neural 

network. For the problems of neural networks, Vapnik and Corinna Cortes proposed the Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm in 1995, which did not require parameter adjustment and obtain 

the global optimal solution. Support Vector Machines is a kind of shallow machine learning model. 

[23], which is based on the laws of statistics and is quite different from neural networks in principle. 

On the basis of these advantages, support vector machines soon replaced neural networks as the 

mainstream of research, and the research on neural networks was once again ignored in academic 

circles. 

Until 2006, professor Geoffrey Hinton at the University of Toronto, the founder of modern artificial 

intelligence, proposed the concept of deep learning (Deep Learning) neural network. Ruslan 

Salakhutdinov and his student proposed the world’s first deep learning model---Deep Belief 

Network( DBN). As shown in Fig 2, DBN is composed of multiple layers of neurons, which are 

divided into dominant neurons (Visible layer) and recessive neurons (Hidden layers) [24]. The 

aggregation of multiple dominant neurons forms a visible layer, which is used to receive input. And 

the aggregation of multiple hidden neurons forms a hidden layer, which is used to extract features. 

There is no connection between the internal neurons of the two nerve layers. Only the neurons 

between the layers have connections, and the connections are symmetric. Due to the design of 

multiple hidden layers in the multi-layer neural network, the feature learning ability of the network 

is greatly enhanced. The features obtained through the learning of the multi-layer neural network have 

a more profound description of the data. The task which is making the classification completed 

through deep learning will become a reality. During training, unsupervised learning can be used to 

pre-train each layer of the network layer by layer. The parameter weight initialization can be 

completed by unsupervised pre-training. At the same time, the synergy of supervised training can be 

considered for fine-tuning (Fine Turning), Based on the "pre-training + fine-tuning" training mode 

[25]. The multi-layer neural network can be easily solved during training with Diffusion Gradient. 

 

Fig 2. DBN strcture 
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In the past ten years, with the rapid development of deep learning, German scholars have a global 

leading position in the development of target recognition algorithms, and they have made great 

progress and fruitful research results in terms of models, algorithms and applications. Using deep 

learning tools to process images is the earliest attempt in the scientific community. In the ImageNet 

Challenge 2012 competition, Krizhevsky et al. won the ILSVRC championship by virtue of a large 

deep neural network with 8 learning layers-AlexNet. The top-5 error rate as low as 15.3% [26] has 

triggered the trend which is using deep learning to solve image recognition problems. Since then, 

various deep learning networks have frequently appeared and eventually dominated various 

competitions in the field of machine learning. Zeiler MD et al.'s ZFNet further reduced the error rate 

to 11.2% and won the ILSVRC 2013 championship. The increase in the number of layers has an 

obvious effect on the reduction of the error rate. The ILSVRC2014 champion was won by a 22-layer 

convolutional neural network--GoogLeNet, which made the top-5 error rate drop below 10% for the 

first time since the challenge. In 2015, ResNet composed of 152 layers of neural networks won the 

championship. The number of layers of ResNet far exceeds the previous deep neural networks, and 

the top-5 error rate is as low as 3.6% [27]. At this time, image recognition based on deep learning 

network is similar to human image resolution ability 

After 2014, target detection based on deep learning has gradually become the mainstream in academia 

and industry. The process is to firstly extract the deep features of the image and then use the deep 

neural network to identify and locate the target. The deep neural network model used is mainly the 

convolutional neural network [28]. 

The use of deep learning algorithms to identify ships has become a common method, such as R-CNN, 

Fast R-CNN and Faster R-CNN algorithms. They have high accuracy in recognizing image targets, 

but for ship target detection in surveillance video, the number of detection frames per second in these 

algorithms is far less than that of YOLO algorithm[29]. Therefore, they have too many target searches, 

longer recognition time, slower detection speed, and not very practical. a deep neural network was 

used in the YOLO algorithm to detect and classify objects. The main characteristics are fast enough 

and high accuracy. The direct prediction method of the boundary box of the target object is adopted, 

which combines the two stages of candidate region and object recognition into one, and distinguishes 

it from Faster R-CNN by adopting the method of direct regression[30]. The detection accuracy of 

different algorithms is shown in the Fig.3, and the SSD and YOLO methods have the highest detection 

accuracy. 

 

Fig.3. Comparison of accuracy of different algorithms 

 

Since 2016, the many advantages of the YOLO model have attracted the attention of many scholars 

to this niche deep learning framework, which become the beginning of target detection based on 

YOLO series algorithm. Initially, Ross Girshick proposed a YOLO_v1 architecture for the speed of 

DL target detection[31]. The enhanced version of YOLO_v1 has a speed of 45fps on the GPU, and 
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the simplified version reaches 155fps. The detection speed has been greatly improved. However, 

YOLO_v1 has a poor image detection effect for objects that are very close to each other. When the 

size ratio of the same type of object changes, its generalization ability is weak. Many scholars have 

conducted a lot of research on this, and proposed YOLO_v2 on the basis of YOLO_v1 which is 

different from the previous image processing methods. YOLO_v2 changes the network parameters 

every few iterations. Every 10 batches, the network will randomly select a new image size and 

continue training[32]. This method allows the network to achieve a good prediction effect at different 

input sizes, and the same network can detect at different resolutions. The speed is faster when the 

input picture size is relatively small.The accuracy is high when the input picture size is relatively 

large, so YOLO_v2 can achieve the best speed and accuracy. 

Video shooting is real-time. We need to make quick analysis and judgments in the current real-time 

recording. YOLO_v3 is the latest algorithm. It adjusts the network structure on the basis of YOLO_v2, 

using multi-scale features for object detection and object classification. Logistic replaced softmax. 

Make the detection faster and give full play to the parallel computing functions of the multi-core 

processor and GPU. Therefore, the fast detection of YOLO_v3 is just suitable for this kind of project 

that needs to detect the target video frame in real time, which can be processed as a picture. In addition, 

it has a very high accuracy rate on medium-to-small objects, and it has good applicability for the 

identification of medium-sized ships in various surveillance videos. Therefore, if the YOLO model 

algorithm can be improved, it is the current development direction to propose an optimized YOLO_v3 

algorithm for image recognition. In the process of ship image recognition, this algorithm cancels the 

candidate area of the target and directly regresses the target to identify the target object  in time. This 

method is intuitive and clear, which not only saves the time for recognition, but also greatly improves 

the recognition speed compared with the traditional deep learning algorithm model. 

When the researcher carried out the ship inspection, due to the short distance of the photo, too many 

details of the hull affected the judgment, especially the bridge and mast were not positioned. As shown 

in Fig 4 below, it can be seen that YOLO_v3 is still more accurate in the recognition of blurred 

contours.  

 

Fig.4 Ship detection based on YOLOv3 algorithm 

 

In 2020, Alexey Bochkovskiy and others got in touch with Redmon and officially named their 

research YOLO_v4. YOLO_v4 has made some improvements on the basis of traditional YOLO. 

These improvements include CBN, PAN, SAM, etc., to achieve the best trade-off between detection 

speed and accuracy. Experiments show that on Tesla V100, the real-time detection speed of MS 

COCO data set reaches 65 FPS, and the accuracy reaches 43.5% AP[33]. Fig.5 below is a comparison 

of the detection speed of the YOLO series of algorithms. 
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Fig.5 MS COCO Object Detection 

4. Conclusion 

To sum up, the YOLO series algorithm which belong to the one-stage method, is widely used in the 

detection of objects such as ships and vehicles. If other algorithms such as genetic algorithms can be 

used to optimize parameters to identify and judge near-range targets on the water surface. In addition, 

the enhancement of visual recognition of ships is also a development direction, and it can greatly 

improve the real-time performance and accuracy of detection. If the target recognition algorithm 

technology can be combined with the ship's AIS datas and satellite positioning system. So the 

unmanned driving of the ship will be safer, the smart ship will be more intelligent, and the occurrence 

of maritime accidents will be less. 
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